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Legs can match wheels and tracks for efficiency because that’s exactly what Army researchers have been studying in a new paper published in PlosOne.
Walking vehicles, legged machines need more maturation before they can come into their own in Army inventory
Defense News sat down with Gen. Mike Murray on one of his many trips to see modernization efforts in action, this time during Edge 21 at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah.
Army Futures Command chief on what his team got right — and wrong — since its founding
"Further, paucity of data in Army-relevant scenarios makes such model sharing important to improve prediction accuracy." The paper and research address several important problems in federated ...
AI-driven soldier technology wins praise from engineering society
The US military still ahead in several important areas, but the Chinese military has its own advantages and is only getting better.
China is working overtime to build a modern military. Here's how its armed forces compare to the US's
Soldiers from the 20th Armoured Infantry Brigade used an AI engine which provides information on the surrounding environment and terrain. Through ...
Artificial Intelligence used on Army operation for first time
New work from the Army Research laboratory suggests that while ... that’s exactly what his team has been studying in a new paper published in PlosOne. The work builds on formula developed ...
Why The U.S. Army Is Considering Walking Vehicles
A new paper from U.S. Army Research lab scientists suggests walking military vehicles could someday become real. Research shows legged vehicles would expend about as much energy as wheeled and ...
The Army Might Really Build Walking War Machines
The British Army has used Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the first time during Exercise Spring Storm, as part of Operation Cabrit in Estonia.
AI Used on Army Operation for the 1st Time
MIT doctoral student Gabriel Loke, also lead author of a paper published with 13 other researchers in Nature Communications, talked with Army Times about the early research work and next steps for ...
Your uniform could soon track your body’s signals and tell you if you’re sick
Prime Medicine’s ‘search and replace’ platform could potentially correct up to 89% of the known mutations that can cause genetic disease.
This Gene Editing Startup Raised $315 Million For A Next Generation Crispr Tool To Cure Rare Diseases
Google Scholar lists over 250,000 research papers mentioning "mRNA vaccines" prior to 2020 when COVID-19 wasn't even known yet. So, in some ways, this vaccine has decades of development work ...
Expert discusses rapid mRNA vaccine production
The future of electric vehicles is a hot topic, even in the Army. That was evident by the House Armed Services Committee Tactical Air and Land Subcommittee’s recent request to hear testimony ...
Director of GVSC at Detroit Arsenal sheds light on Army’s electric vehicle capabilities
BGI, a leading Chinese genetics company, has denied a report that it collected and shared the private data of pregnant women with China's military and pledged to continue its overseas business push.
BGI denies it shared genetic data of pregnant women with China’s military and vows to continue overseas push
They were senior corporals in the German Army, or Wehrmacht, and how their photographs and a bundle of other documents came to land at the Hastings Women’s Refuge is a mystery. It was about 12 years ...
The mystery of how images of two WWII German soldiers ended up at a Women's Refuge in Hastings
The U.S. position is that with American troops gone, the Afghan government, supported by a U.S.-equipped, 300,000 strong military force, will be able to negotiate a sustainable and lasting peace with ...
Pentagon concedes Taliban seeking military victory, not peace deal, in wake of US exit
Qatar's stadiums for the 2022 World Cup speak to its future ambitions on the world stage. Yet each, also, captures and embodies the problems and criticisms that swirl around this World Cup — notably ...
As it puts finishing touches to grand World Cup plan, Qatar hits back at allegations of abuse
A prenatal test taken by millions of pregnant women globally was developed by Chinese gene company BGI Group in collaboration with the Chinese military and is being used by the firm to collect genetic ...
EXCLUSIVE Prenatal test developed with Chinese military stores gene data
City celebrates $4.8 million grant for additional electric buses The City of Knoxville has been awarded a $4.8 million federal grant for additional electric transit buses. The ...
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